Rural Sociology (RSOC)

Courses

RSOC 500V. Special Problems. 1-6 Hour.
Gives experience in executing research and in analyzing a sociological problem of agriculture. Prerequisite: Graduate standing. May be repeated for up to 6 hours of degree credit.

RSOC 5603. Community and Natural Resources. 3 Hours.
Introduction to the breadth of considerations involved in community resource management, including theoretical frameworks, methodological investigations and applied practices to enhance the ability of community development professionals to work with their communities to plan, develop and monitor the conservation and development of natural resources with multiple functions.

RSOC 600V. Master's Thesis. 1-6 Hour.
Master's Thesis. Prerequisite: Graduate standing. May be repeated for degree credit.

RSOC 700V. Doctoral Dissertation. 1-18 Hour.
Doctoral Dissertation. May be repeated for degree credit.